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A Lagos based waste management start-up entrepreneur, Wecyclers has won
the “King Baudouin Foundation” award for the African Development Prize.

The Belgium based foundation announced this in a press statement e-mailed to The RenaissanceThe Renaissance on Thursday in Lagos.

According to the foundation, the Prize will allow WeCyclers to develop further, its business and increase its impact at the

national and international level.

The award attracts a prize of 200,000 Euros (about N82 million).

“By 2100 Africa will account for five out of 10 biggest cities in the world and Lagos can be the biggest city in the world.

“Today, Lagos residents generate 15,000 tons of waste per day, of which only 40 per cent is collected by the municipal

government.

“WeCyclers’ model is designed to help fill this gap and reduce solid waste in the street of Lagos, improving both the

environment and the wellbeing of populations.

“The organisation utilises low and high technology solutions that comprise of a mobile application and SMS technology, as

well as innovative low-cost bicycle-powered collection vehicles, which collect recyclable waste directly from households.

“It, in turn, sell the wastes to recycling plants before it is made into new products,’’ the foundation stated.

According to the statement, households are sent an SMS by WeCyclers informing them of any “points” earned, which may

be redeemed for food, household items and other goods.

“We are proud to grant WeCyclers for their unique model’’, said Hervé Lisoir, from the King Baudouin Foundation.

“We selected the enterprise out of 200 applications for its innovative approach to engaging the community turning to

recycle into an economic driver for communities and turning citizens into agents of change.’’
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Latest News: 
Another building collapses in Lagos

Barely two weeks after a three-storey
building collapsed in the heart of
Lagos, another one - a two-storey
structure on Monday has also
crumbled. 
The building, a two-storey edifice
reportedly collapsed midday at
Kakawa street, Lagos Island....
See More
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The company has also been selected for its economic impact.

By rewarding citizens with “points”, it allows low-income communities to capture value from their waste, and redeem points

for household goods, food items or cash aiding daily life.

Today, the company already benefits from the engagement of over 17,000 subscribers in seven localities in Lagos.

It registers around 200 new members each month.

The Nigerian start-up has also created 200 jobs in seven years, with a focus on women, who currently account for 60 per

cent of its workforce.

“Giving back to the community is in the DNA of WeCyclers.

“We want to expand our business to other neighbourhoods.

“In the mid-term, we want to be big enough to build our own recycling plant.

“Growing more for WeCyclers means being able to give back even more to the community,’’ Olawale Adebiyi, CEO of

WeCylcers was quoted in the statement as saying.

Since WeCyclers launched its initiative, awareness around the issue has risen among the general public, spurring several

other companies to develop new solutions to recycling.

WeCyclers have also recently partnered with major corporations, such as Unilever and Nigerian Bottling Company, to launch

“kiosks” in places where there are no collection routes.

Through its financial support of €200,000, the Prize will allow WeCyclers to upscale their model and increase their footprint,

with plans to expand in Lagos, other Nigerian cities and neighbouring countries.

The Prize also provides access to a wide network of stakeholders in Europe and the US, who will support them as they grow.

Also readAlso read    Japan flood toll nears 200, sun scorches thousands battling thirstJapan flood toll nears 200, sun scorches thousands battling thirst

With current growth projections, WeCyclers aim to collect 5,000 tons of recyclables by 2020 and could be serving 500k

households by 2023.

The biennial award ceremony, in the presence of King Philippe and Queen Mathilde of Belgium at the Royal Palace in

Brussels, will take place June 12.

The King Baudouin Foundation is an independent public benefit foundation working in Belgium and at the European and

international level.

Set up in 1976, on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of King Baudouin’s reign, the foundation seeks to change society for

the better, so we invest in inspiring projects and individuals.

In 2018 it provided a total of €44.8 million in support to 2,350 organisations and individuals.
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